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Painting Your Homebuilt - Size

Some Thoughts About Color. Before deciding on the paint scheme, you should first select a color or colors to use. Maybe you have a "favorite color." Even so, it. 
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YOUR HOMEBUILT



If "



"I Wonder What It Would Look By MIKE DIFRISCO



Some Early Decisions



EAA 366855 Just Plane Designs PO Box 228 Streamwood, IL 60047



Several questions will become readily apparent when you begin to think about a paint scheme. The first is expense. Will you try to paint it Face it. Although you may put in yourself, or pay for the expertise of a thousands of hours to construct your professional? Depending upon the dream ship, the regular folks on the complexity of the design you select, a local airport tarmac are going to judge professional paint job can cost anyyour airplane by just one factor - its where from $2,000 to $4,000. Doing it yourself can save you a finish. The paint job and detailing you meticulously apply to your homebuilt substantial amount of money, but will be its crowning glory and the fin- only if you're up to this unique ishing touch that will not only make challenge, that you can set up a wellyour airplane look sharp on the flight ventilated, clinically-clean painting line, but will be an extension of your area in your workshop, that you can get your hands on the right equippersonality, as well. Painting your airplane is, of ment, and that you have tons of course, one of the final signs that patience. The process of sanding, the complex construction process is priming, sanding, painting, sanding, coming to a close. You've com- painting, and so on could take uppleted a rite of passage when the wards of 100 hours or more. Another factor to consider is what scuffed and primed aluminum, multihued fiberglass or the stitched fabric type of paint you will use. Enamel, stretched over tube becomes your lacquer, polyurethane and dope are personal aerial masterpiece. But the four basic types, and all have what do you want your painted air- advantages and disadvantages. Enamels are the least expensive and plane to look like? can stand a lot of abuse. Their weakness is that they oxidize quickly, so they'll need frequent waxing to retain any degree of luster. They also have a long tack time after spraying, so they shouldn't be used in a painting area where you may pick up a lot of dust. Lacquers are more expensive than enamels and are quick to chip. They hold a beautiful gloss shine, however, and look handsome on any aircraft. Lacquers spray very thin and may require at least 10 or 15 coats before a suitable finish is accomplished. Although they dry quickly, you'll expend tons of elbow grease putting on that unmistakable lacquer shine. Polyurethanes are the most expensive, but they have a distinctive slick,
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come a problem because of the long drying time of polyurethanes. Dopes are essentially lacquers with softeners added and are strictly the domain of fabric aircraft. Some Thoughts About Color



Before deciding on the paint scheme, you should first select a color or colors to use. Maybe you have a "favorite color." Even so, it may be helpful to know some of the characteristics of color before making this important decision. Color has three dimensions (see Figure 1): The "width" is the hue; the "depth" is the value; and the "thickness" is the intensity. The hue describes the name of the color such as yellow, red, blue, etc. The value describes the lightness of a color. The lighter the hue, the more value it has. If you had a bucket of red paint and slowly added white to it, you would be making a tint of red, and it would begin to turn pink. In other words, it would have a higher value. If you added black to



Figure 2



wet-looking finish that is also very



durable. Once again, dust may beSPORT AVIATION 57



A. Overall white with accent graphic



B. Solid color with accent stripe



C. White over color with stripe break



D. Color over white



your red paint, you would get a shade of red - a maroon perhaps - a lower value of red. The intensity refers to the brightness of a particular color. High intensity colors are bright colors. These are the colors typically associated with aircraft paint schemes and are typified by the classic Piper Cub yellow or the current production American General Tiger's bright blue or red graphic striping. You hardly ever see an airplane rolling down the taxiway painted in muted pastels. Studies have shown that intense or vivid colors can suggest energy, health, vitality, aggressiveness, fun and sports. Their charm lies in their boldness and beauty, and when applied to aircraft, the effect can be dramatic. Designers and painters are used to seeing color in a color wheel (see Figure 2). The color wheel presents the primary colors (red, yellow and blue) along with the secondary colors (violet, green and orange). Between each primary and secondary color is a tertiary color, or a combination of the two bracketing it. Color schemes are typically conceived from colors either adjacent to each other on the wheel (harmonious color), or colors directly opposite each other (complementary colors), or both. For example, the United Airlines logo and paint scheme is a harmonious combination of red-orange and orange complemented with an accent of blue, the color directly across from orange on the color wheel. The first rule you will discover about color is that an object or a shape in a brighter color looks larger than that same object or shape in a darker color. A bright color radiates, drawing the eyes outward and causing the object to appear larger. The same rule will apply to your paint scheme. An accent stripe of high intensity may not need to be as wide as a less intense color because it will appear larger. Likewise, a bright color placed adjacent to a paled or grayed color can accentuate the pale color's contribution to the paint scheme. Look at the aircraft shown in Figures A-F. They are all the same airframe, yet notice how each one has distinct characteristics of size and shape, based on its color or lack of color. With the right "shape" and intensity of color(s), you can



D. Color over color with stripe break 58 MAY 1992



make a boxy, awkward airframe look faster and more sleek, or you can make a short, squat design look longer and more slender. The second rule about color is that, just as in nature, almost any color can



have proven that gleaming white airframes with simple and elegant pin strips not only woo the crowd but the stringent judges, too. But what about head-turners like a Ferrari red Lancair 320, or a pumpkin orange Velocity? Depending on your personal tastes and image, this option could also provide an interesting direction for your paint scheme. Look for inspiration in the things



E. Graphic or "aerobatic" scheme



you see everyday. One homebuilder fell in love with the rich color combination on the Ford Explorer, so he's considering applying a scheme of dark teal green over tan to his RV-6. Another EAAer was inspired by the



light over dark metallic blue and dynamic striping of an 18-wheeler he was chasing down the highway. His Avid Flyer looks great in the big



F. Replica copy



be used with another color as long as you give it some thought. Their values or intensities may have to be adjusted to make the scheme work, but don't be afraid to depart from traditional color combinations. The most successful schemes will be personal and original. Yet another way to look at color is temperature. Reds, yellows and oranges are warm colors, whereas coolness is described by blues and greens. As you shouldn't be afraid to



mix complementary colors in your color scheme, you also shouldn't



shrink from using warm and cool col-



ors together on your airplane. But color schemes should be mostly warm or cool, or mostly harmonious or complementary.



The Paint Scheme Before the crate of parts even arrived at your door, you first probably began wondering what type of paint scheme to apply to your airplane. Or



maybe you saw a slick little number at Oshkosh a few years back and



thought, "When I finish my airplane, I want it painted just like that." Regardless of whether you've given it a lot of thought, now is the time to begin formulating a paint scheme for your grand champion. If you take a look down the



crowded flight lines at any major fly-



in or at the myriad paint schemes adopted by manufacturers for their factory built airplanes over the years, the variety can seem endless. But for the sake of simplicity, most aircraft paint schemes can be broken down into seven categories (see A-F). • Overall white (with or without accent stripes) • Solid color (with or without accent stripes) • White over color (with or without



stripe break)



• Color over white (with or without stripe break)



• Color over color • Graphic scheme or "aerobatic" design • Replica copy



What color combination and graphics would look right for your airplane? Henry Ford once remarked that a customer could get his Model T in any color he wanted, as long as he



wanted black. Times have certainly changed, but just as sometimes plain vanilla ice cream tastes best, an all white airplane may be just right for the structure of your airframe and the image you're trying to convey. Some composite designs require an overall light color to prevent the composite structure from overheating due to absorbed sunlight. Many award winners



Mack's regalia. Flip through the pages of car manufacturer's brochures, look at the interior designs of commercial office buildings and, of course, peruse your favorite flying magazines and see what other craftsmen are doing. But be careful. The design applied to one type of aircraft doesn't necessarily mean it will fit with other airframe styles. The handsome paint scheme of the Lancair IV prototype, for instance, a white over warm gray with maroon stripe accents, looks



sleek and sensuous on the Lancair's smooth lines. That same scheme applied to the tube and fabric angularity of the Kitfox, however, doesn't look quite right (see page 60). Adjustments may have to be made to the paint scheme to accommodate the lines of the aircraft, where the wing joins the fuselage and other distinctive features, like bump cowls, etc. Don't be afraid to experiment. Take a three-view drawing of the airplane you are building or restoring from the construction manual or information kit



and make a few dozen photocopies of it. Get yourself a good set of colored pencils and have at it. Take into consideration the N-number. Will you use 12 inch characters? If so, they may become a dominant element in your scheme and could change the character of a stripe or graphic that runs down the length of the fuselage. Also, keep in mind how your aircraft will be viewed by a person standing next to it. A complex (read "expensive") paint scheme



on the top of a high-wing airplane, for example, isn't of much use - unless you'll be doing aerobatics. Use the seven basic schemes listed above and try applying each one to your "paper" aircraft. Try different color combinations and striping widths. Try wrapping color over the turtledeck or under the cowl. Don't stop at just a SPORT AVIATION 59



The "Inspiration"



Lancair IV scheme applied directly to a Kitfox



Lancair IV scheme modified for Kitfox airframe



style and shape



double pin stripe running the length of



the aircraft. You're just working on paper now so be daring in your use of graphics and color. You can back off later as you refine your design. Most of all, have fun. The sense of accomplishment you'll gain from creating your own beautifully-detailed flying machine will last a lifetime. 60 MAY 1992



Just Plane Designs Just Plane Designs offers computer-generated, full color illustrations



of some of the more popular homebuilts colored to your specifications.



You can order a custom illustration of your kitplane with the colors and paint scheme you have in mind and



.-,.,-



receive a full-color glossy rendering



to see your ideas in print before you spend thousands on the paint job. Use this as a guide for painting. The mounted prints are also suitable for framing and hanging in your workshop for inspiration. For more information write to the address at the beginning of this article. *
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Painting Your Homebuilt 

ness" is the intensity. The hue describes the name of the color such as yellow, red, blue, etc. The value describes the lightness of a color. The lighter the hue, the.










 








Designing Your Homebuilt - Size 

weekends to playing golf, or any other hobby he cares to .... ventional" configurations, meaning one wing in front and .... want (in knots) and the gross weight.










 








A Bubble Canopy for Your Homebuilt - Size 

I finally worked up the courage to tackle this project. Actually, Linn deserves the credit for this report since, for the most part, ... a neoprene or rubber gasket seal, then a second sheet of. % in. plywood .... cost me less than $8.00. The finishe










 








Muscle For Your Homebuilt Autopilot - Size 

the full travel of the manual controls so as not to re- strict travel which might ..... diameter holes and then using a hand grinder to provide a fairly smooth surface .... instructions on how the system works and how to build, install and operate it










 








Testing Your Homebuilt Pitot-Statics - Size 

a tube placed in the airstream and carried to the airspeed indicator with tubing. ... to supply the free air ambient pressure to the instruments. That would be-easy if the ... The test procedures presented here require no elaborate equipment, and ...










 








Homebuilt aircraft i.. - Size 

Feb 26, 1985 - windshield bow (frame) or a hand grip built into the ... Painting the canopy glass on the in- ... in the top of the glareshield (windshield.










 








Maintaining Your Homebuilt 

for which an experimental airworthiness certificate has ... Part 91.319(c), which says the FAA can .... its certificate type and the name, signature, and number.










 








Testing Your Homebuilt 

Jan 24, 1977 - like to mention a few points which are often missed. .... requires an adequate runway, and if you don't have an adequate runway .... the game.










 








Maintaining Your Homebuilt 

to complete their airplanes. Others are the second owner of an amateur- built experimental aircraft. ... that apply to a specific, .... tos, alternators, and other "appliances" that may be in- stalled on your .... Check the competition and compare.










 








Homebuilt Wind Tunnel Research - Size 

controls. Thus initially motivated, I began an intensive search for Flying Flea information, a search that eventually led to publications ... orthodox but simple devices that may have a tremendous sales potential. ..... former (temperature control).










 








Muscle For Your Homebuilt Autopilot 

pressure or vacuum air-operated actuators for airplane autopilots as ... not pursued use of these larger servos for two reasons; .... has been very little flow of air through the valve. There .... cause it just happened to be handy when I was looking










 








Testing Your Homebuilt Pitot-Statics 

craft â€” every 2000 ft. up to the maximum altitude you want to calibrate. Both aircraft should use a 29.92 altimeter setting so that actual pressure altitudes are ...










 








Avionics For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

(Part 1). During the Golden Age of Aviation, when most airplanes performed about the way our modern "low 'n slow" ones do .... standard "form factor" for Terra radios is a couple of ..... Apollo Flybuddy Plus your life not .... wing leveler (opt.).










 








Antenna Considerations For Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

Coaxial cable is generally used to connect both com- munication and navigational antennas to the radio equip- ment. RG 8/U, .405 in. diameter, or RG 58A/U, ...










 








Sizing Your Wings - Size 

its many square feet of surface area through ..... fuselage was a circle, you would add the ... tiply by pi to get the circumference. .... justify the title in the column.










 








Fuel Systems For Homebuilt Airplanes - Size 

gonomic practices, fuel selector valves being the most prominent. It is abso- lutely amazing ... which is such a good "teapot" for boiling fuel. When the .... sump drains they become unneces- sary, or at best .... 1 watt). This resistor limits the po










 








Installing Your Engine - Size 

stallation the manufacturer recom- ... probably transport the engine your- .... material. Sheet-metal builders usu- ally rivet the firewall material to whatever creates ... solutely sure everything is where it should be should you drill your first ho










 








Fuel Systems for Homebuilt Aircraft - Size 

are attributed to carburetor ice. The solution to this problem is a fuel re- ..... the CAFE Foundation Research Mooney M20E. header tank because it vibratesâ€”.










 








Models For Test and Designing Homebuilt - Size 

evaluate any aircraft design is to build an accurate model and test it in a variety of ways. Test procedures can be very simple or ... model; maybe a simple hand launched profile scale model .... auxiliary functions like retractable land- ing gears .










 








A Bubble Canopy for Your Homebuilt 

pany that makes raised-letter plastic signs, thinking that these people would .... I wasn't able to find such a box locally and so decided to build one out of >/â€¢> in.










 








Tails: What's Your Type? - Size 

change of downwash at the tail is a measure ... pressure, and wind tunnel tests have ... tab. The combined movable surface plus anti-servo tab is usually called a.










 








Right Sizing Your Engine - Size 

lost,â€� reminds us that you should start an airplane design with three choices within .... well as an aviation writer and consultant based near Indianapolis. You can.










 








Selecting A Homebuilt Design - Part 2: The Building Situation - Size 

f\r\ airplane project actually consists ..... Plan the framing 16" or 24" on center, to use normal fiberglass insulation. ... a couple of 25 foot extension cords with.










 








Painting - Description 

Although surface preparation is the key to the proper application of any paint, a wide ... Bituminous coatings of either water-based emulsions or solvent cut-back ...
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